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MISSION STATEMENT
Nova Southeastern University’s College of Nursing provides quality 
undergraduate and graduate educational programs within an atmosphere 
of scholarly inquiry, professional values, interprofessional collaboration, and 
community service.

VISION
NSU’s College of Nursing will be nationally and internationally recognized 
for preparing transformational leaders in health care who are valued for 
excellence in nursing practice, education, and research.

CORE VALUES
•  Integrity is the quality of consistently adhering to a code of honesty, 
 accountability, and being ethically moral.

•  Creativity is the ability to transcend traditional ideas, patterns, and rules, 
 as well as having the capacity to construct meaningful new ideas, 
 methods, and interpretations.

• Courage is the aptitude to uphold one’s convictions and demonstrate 
 confidence to speak and act in accordance with one’s beliefs
 and responsibilities.

•  Stewardship is advocating and protecting resources entrusted to 
 one’s care.

•  Compassion is an active desire to alleviate another’s distress through 
 caring, empathy, supporting, and helping others.

•  Competence is having the expertise, knowledge, and skills to 
 successfully and efficiently perform the roles of their profession.

MISSION, VISION, 
AND CORE VALUES



MARCELLA M. RUTHERFORD, Ph.D., M.B.A., M.S.N., R.N.
Dean, NSU College of Nursing

ExecutiveExchange

FACULTY MEMBERS
EDUCATE 
TOMORROW’S NURSES

Clinical adjunct faculty members are 
esteemed members of the College 
of Nursing faculty at the NSU Fort 
Myers Campus because they con-
tribute to the education and prepa-
ration of future nurses and play a 
crucial role on the nursing education 
team. Full-time faculty members 
view adjuncts as clinical experts in 
their fields, as well as collaborative 
colleagues who foster growth in the 
clinical setting.

One such example is Janet Sted-
cke, M.S.N., R.N., a critical care 
nurse educator with the CON’s 
community partner, Lee Health, who 
developed a code blue simulation 
for the senior nursing students while 
pursuing her master’s degree in 
nursing education practicum hours.

During the past year, Fort Myers 
nursing students had the oppor-
tunity to participate in a real-life 
scenario where their skills and 
critical thinking were put to the test. 
Additionally, Marie Amma M.S.N., 

R.N., professor, guided the students 
through a mock code. Amma and 
the participating clinical adjuncts 
have the inherent ability to help 
students sort through complex 
patient data and develop a plan 
of care—all while cultivating their 
critical-thinking skills.

The Fort Myers nursing students 
valued the opportunity to participate 
in a simulation that would better 
prepare them for their roles as 
part of the resuscitation team. It is 
evident the clinical adjuncts have 
the unique ability to help students 
take the knowledge learned in the 
classroom and translate it into the 
clinical setting.

Both students and faculty members 
value the contributions clinical ad-
juncts make to nursing education. It 
takes many team members to help 
further professional nursing growth, 
and the clinical adjunct role is re-
garded as an integral component in 
accomplishing this goal.

By Kelly Goebel, D.N.P., ACNP-BC, CFRN, Program Director

TOP: Fort Myers Campus 

BOTTOM: A Fort Myers adjunct faculty member
assists students on how to assess a newborn
and its mother during a simulation session.

UNDERGRADUATE ADJUNCT 
Faculty Members Make an Impact

VITALNEWS

Nova Southeastern University (NSU) 
College of Nursing (CON) faculty 
members foster a nursing community 
that spans education, community out-
reach, clinical education, and practice 
expertise impacting students, other 
faculty members, alumni, staff mem-
bers, and the community in which 
they work and practice. CON faculty 
members are the essential ingredient 
behind the success and reputation of 
the NSU nursing students.

Every day, our faculty members use 
their talents and resources to bridge 
the academic and clinical worlds, con-
necting our students to the knowledge 
and skills that ultimately inform their 
professional choices and enhance 
the health care experience of the 
patients and community members 
they touch. This network of bridges, 
created by the faculty members, is 
the real strength and value of NSU’s 
CON. A significant amount of work 
and dedication is needed to maintain 
this effort, but the nursing students’ 
successful graduation and careers 
are the worthy end result!
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NEW KID IN TOWN
In August 2016, the College of 
Nursing (CON) expanded its 
primary care Family Nurse Prac-
titioner (FNP) Program to a new 
location at NSU’s Tampa Cam-
pus. Twenty-five students were 
admitted to the program, which 
is designed to provide nurses 
with a foundation for safe, com-
petent, and quality practice as 
primary care nurse practitioners 
across the life span. Primary 
care family nurse practitioners 
provide education and preventive 
health care, as well as perform 
advanced clinical assessments 
and interventions that improve 
patient outcomes in a primary 
care, office-based setting.

The program features core Mas-
ter of Science in Nursing courses 
that are completed online. Other 
courses will be presented in a hy-
brid format combining online and 
face-to-face content. The pro-
gram is offered part time, which 
gives working professionals time 
to balance the responsibilities of 
work, home, family, and school.

Nurses who complete the 
program will be prepared and 
eligible to sit for the national cer-
tification exam. Historically, the 
college’s FNP Program students 
have had an outstanding pass 
rate on this exam, reflecting the 
excellent education they received 
at the CON.

FILLING THE GAP
Program graduates have the op-
portunity to help fill the need for 
primary care providers not only in 

Florida, but nationwide. For the 
past few years, many states have 
faced the prospect of primary 
care physician shortages. This is 
especially true in Florida. Accord-
ing to the Florida Department of 
Health’s 2014 Physician Work 
Force Annual Report, 62 percent 
of physicians in Florida are 50 or 
older, and approximately 13 per-
cent plan to retire within the next 
5 years. The Robert Graham 
Center has estimated a need for 
an additional 4,671 primary care 
providers by 2030.

This is where A.P.R.N.s can 
step in to mitigate the problem. 
According to the Florida Nurses 
Association, nurse practitioners 
have the education and experi-
ence to help physicians provide 
basic health care services to 
a growing population. Recent 
legislative changes allowing for 
increased autonomy of practice 
and ability to prescribe controlled 
substances point to a general 
consensus that A.P.R.N.s can 
fill this gap and provide quality 
care for a population in need. In 
fact, a 2012 Health Affairs article 
reviewing 26 studies noted the 
“health status, treatment prac-
tices, and prescribing behavior 
were consistent between nurse 
practitioners and physicians.”

NSU’s College of Nursing is 
doing its part in training the 
next generation of health care 
providers, who will offer quality 
education to those R.N.s wishing 
to become A.P.R.N.s and take a 
more active role in providing pre-
ventive health care to patients.

By Tina Malone, D.N.P., A.R.N.P.
Director, A.P.R.N. Program

FAMILY NURSE
PRACTITIONER PROGRAM
        Expands to
        Tampa Campus

Students perform an assessment under the 
guidance of adjunct faculty members. 

Several years ago, the Entry B.S. 
in Nursing Program in Fort Myers 
reached out to potential clinical 
sites that could help educate 
the program’s population health 
students. One of the sites—the 
Lee County Healthcare Center 
Veteran’s Affairs (VA) clinic—had 
moved into a new building in 
North Cape Coral. As a result, 
discussions began regarding 
how NSU students could  
benefit greatly by helping serve 
local veterans.

Contact was made with the chief 
nursing officer and the clinical 
nurse educator to discuss the 
possibility of a partnership 
between the clinic and NSU, and 
the rest, as they say, is history. 
Since that time, four classes of 

students have rotated through 
the Lee County Healthcare 
Center, providing patient care 
in areas such as primary care, 
mental health, outpatient surgery, 
telemetry health, and in the  
flu clinics.

It’s been a win-win for both the 
Lee County Healthcare Center 
and the nursing students. The 
veterans appreciate the extra 
time the students are able to 
spend with them and listen 
to their stories. On the other 
hand, the students experience 
a diverse interprofessional team 
care approach and learn about 
this population’s special needs. 
They also learn about the value 
of caring and advocating for 
their patients.

ENTRY B.S. IN NURSING
PROGRAM PARTNERS WITH
VA CLINIC in Fort Myers  
By Terry Ogilby, Ph.D., M.S.N., M.P.H., R.N.
Clinical Coordinator

The United States is moving toward a health care sys-
tem that emphasizes cost and efficiency, and nurses will 
play a valued and essential role in this effort. In addition, 
by 2020, the United States is predicting a significant 
shortage of nurses that will require more than 500,000 
new nurses and 500,000 replacement R.N.s.

NSU College of Nursing (CON) graduates will help fill 
the workforce gaps, which explains why CON students 
are being prepared to function effectively in the chang-
ing health system and to deliver high-quality, cost-effec-
tive, and patient-focused care.
 
The CON’s faculty is committed to preparing outstand-
ing and exceptional nurses. Faculty members are 
supported in their fields of research and educational 
pursuits, contributing to the esteemed reputation of the 
college’s nursing programs. Nurses graduating from the 
college are confident and competent when entering the 
workforce, which means the care they provide across 
their careers will change the lives of the countless pa-
tients they touch.

COLLEGE OF NURSING 
LEADS THE WAY
for Future Graduates

From left: Blondel Martin, Ph.D., M.S.N., R.N., and  
Susan Holland, Ph.D., M.S.N., R.N., help lead the faculty 
in preparing the college’s current and future students. 54



SCRUBBINGTOGETHER

By Mary Ellen Mitchell-Rosen, Ph.D., R.N., Associate Professor

NURSING STUDENTS CONNECT with
SPECIAL OLYMPICS

The College of Nursing (CON), 
which participates in health 
promotion activities at the various 
NSU campuses, has built relation-
ships with its community partners 
and collected data on the impact 
the college’s health promotion 
activities have on the populations 
it serves. The project described 
below took place at the Special 
Olympics Healthy Community in 
Hollywood, Florida.

The CON was awarded a Quality 
of Life Grant in May 2014, which 
was jointly awarded to the College 
of Nursing and the NSU Dr. Kiran 
C. Patel College of Osteopathic 
Medicine. Students engaged in im-
proving the way community health 
providers approach problems of 
obesity and mental health. 

The grant provided funding for cre-
ating health promotion projects that 
addressed healthy eating and cre-
ating community gardens at geri-
atric facilities and special needs 
facilities. The Special Olympics 
Healthy Community in Hollywood 

was one of the sites chosen for the 
project. Focused group interviews 
were conducted with the communi-
ty partners and participants at the 
grant’s conclusion. 

Building an outdoor garden at the 
Special Olympics Healthy Com-
munity was challenging due to the 
lack of land space and security. 
Consequently, an indoor aero-
ponic garden with grow lights was 
installed instead. The students 
and clients cared for the garden, 
while the clients benefited from 
the healthy eating projects the 
students presented.

The grant project demonstrated 
that education, when presented in 
a fun, active way, can also have 
a positive impact on the clients 
served. One of the directors 
reported that several of the clients 
go to the garden daily to pick 
fresh lettuce for their sandwiches. 
Additionally, the College of Nursing 
received recognition awards for its 
dedication and support to the Spe-
cial Olympics Healthy Community 

Jenna Nicnick and a Garden Club member make a smoothie
with ingredients grown in the aeroponic garden.

TOP PHOTO: FROM LEFT: Debra Tempkins, M.S.N., A.R.N.P.; Jenna Nicnick, B.S.N.;
Blondel Martin, Ph.D., M.S.N., R.N.; and Mary Ellen Mitchell-Rosen, Ph.D., R.N.,
attend the Special Olympics recognition ceremony.

BOTTOM PHOTO: NSU alumni pose with members of the Special Olympics Healthy Community. 

in 2015 and 2016.This experience provided 
CON students an opportunity to engage with 
a special needs population, assess their 
health needs, learn communication skills, 
and engage in participatory action research. 
The experience was extremely impactful to 
Jenna Nicnick, B.S.N., a class of 2016 Entry 
B.S. in Nursing alumna who wrote a reflec-
tion piece and presented it to the community 
supporters at the annual Special Olympics 
Healthy Community award dinner.

In addition to embodying the NSU Core 
Values of innovation, diversity, and com-
munity, the students, along with the Special 
Olympics Healthy Community clients, were 
able to develop meaningful relationships.

(continued)
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“There’s a culture within culture that our 
nursing students see when they are im-
mersed in a patient’s environment,” said 
Nicole Laing-Joseph, D.N.P., M.S.N., R.N., 
PMHNP-BC, assistant professor. Laing- 
Joseph is one of three faculty members who 
accompanied students in June to Jamaica 
on what has become an annual medical 
outreach trip for the College of Nursing.

NSU’s Dr. Kiran C. Patel College of Os-
teopathic Medicine (NSU-KPCOM) began 
the outreach trips in 2000, and then the 
colleges of Dental Medicine, Optometry, 
Health Care Sciences, and Pharmacy 
joined in as well. It wasn’t until 2015 that 
the students and faculty members at the 
College of Nursing (CON) visited cities in 
Jamaica, which matched the mission of the 
outreach programs—to provide access to 
medical care in underserved and vulner-
able countries to improve the health and 
wellness of those populations most in need.

For Laing-Joseph, and two other nursing 
faculty members who have mentored stu-
dents on the trips, the Jamaica visits hold a 
special significance. “I have a soft heart for 
that population,” Laing-Joseph said.

As a young girl, she spent her childhood 
years with her grandparents in Westmo-
reland, on the south side of the island—a 

rural area of Jamaica. “Returning to that 
environment was more rewarding than I 
could have imagined,” she said. “And intro-
ducing students who had never been to the 
country, much less that kind of place, was a 
great experience for them.”

Blondel Martin, Ph.D., M.S.N., R.N., was 
one of two faculty members, along with 
Marcia Derby-Davis, Ph.D., M.S.N., R.N., 
who traveled to Jamaica with the NSU- 
KPCOM medical outreach trips in 2012 and 
2013 to help determine how the nursing 
college could get involved. In 2015, the 
CON officially became part of the interdisci-
plinary NSU medical group.

“Our primary goal when we started this 
alignment with NSU-KPCOM was teaching. 
The students are learning about teaching 
their patients, and the patients are learning 
from the students,” Martin said. “The stu-
dents return with a great sense of fulfilment 
that they made a difference.”

Martin, who was born in St. Elizabeth, Ja-
maica, said the faculty members originally 
from the Caribbean island bring with them 
a set of teaching skills that are inherent, 
because they can show students how to 
interact with diverse populations, whether 
familiar or not. “In our curriculum, cultural 
diversity is threaded throughout, and it’s 

very important not just here in the United 
States where they are taught how to be 
culturally sensitive, but when they are on-
site in a different country, because they are 
able to see it put into practice.”

Laing-Joseph said there is a cultural com-
petence that can’t be learned in a textbook. 
“It’s one thing to read about culture or see it 
in a hospital setting, but it’s different when 
you are right there, seeing what people 
have to deal with from an economic stand-
point, what resources they have financially, 
and what is it they have to do to get the 
care they need.”

During a stop in St. Mary in northeast 
Jamaica on one trip, Laing-Joseph had 
the opportunity to teach students a lesson 
that could never be taught from a book. 
She saw a man at the end of the line 
waiting for services, but who appeared to 
be apprehensive. Laing-Joseph learned 
he had been hit by a car. “He told me he 
was having trouble walking,” she recalled. 
He explained that he had come to the site 
during the group’s previous visits, but didn’t 
stay as he wasn’t trusting of what was 
being offered.

Laing-Joseph told him she was from Jamai-
ca and began speaking to the Rastafarian 
man in Patois—the language of Jamaica. 

Nursing Students
Learn More Than
Triage

in
Jamaica

By Michelle F. Solomon, M.A.

“THERE’S A CULTURE WITHIN CULTURE THAT OUR 
NURSING STUDENTS SEE WHEN THEY ARE IMMERSED 
IN A PATIENT’S ENVIRONMENT.”
...Nicole Laing-Joseph
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“When I began talking to him, he knew I 
was legit,” she said. “I was able to explain 
that these were trusted clinicians who were 
offering free services.”

This time, the man stayed and received 
occupational therapy services. “The next 
day, he came back and asked us if there was 
anything we needed, such as sugarcane or 
coconut water,” Laing-Joseph said. “Not only 
were the students engrossed in the culture, 
but they saw how to interact with a patient 
and how to develop a camaraderie, a trust, 
and a rapport, which are important compo-
nents to the care.”
 
Donna Williams-Newman, D.N.P., M.S.N., 
R.N., clinical coordinator and assistant 
professor at the College of Nursing’s Miami 
Campus, had participated in the trips as a 
faculty member in 2015 and 2016. This year, 
however, she had under her tutelage an 
undergraduate student from the Miami Cam-
pus. She is hoping to have more students 
from her campus involved in upcoming trips.

“For me, the medical outreach trip to Jamai-
ca is a bit different,” Williams-Newman said. 
She was born in the parish of Manchester in 
west central Jamaica and practiced profes-
sionally as a nurse on the island until 2010, 
which is when she relocated to the United 
States. Having been steeped in the educa-
tion and the workforce there, she was all too 
familiar with the difficult health care condi-
tions in the country.

“I have an understanding of the health 
care system in Jamaica,” she said. “There 
are enough doctors and nurses there, but 
Jamaica lacks medical resources, financial 
resources, and the equipment to help every-
one in need.”

At one site visit, students gave Jamai-
can nurses their stethoscopes and 
blood pressure cuffs because they had 
none. While students want to “go there 
and touch and feel,” Williams-Newman 
stressed the prime importance of the 
trip. “Our main role as nurses when we 
go there is to educate the population,” 
she said. “Most of the people return year 
after year with lifestyle diseases, such as 
hypertension and diabetes.”

Williams-Newman tells her students that 
while patient triage is essential, educat-
ing patients should be their priority. “I 
feel I can make a difference in terms of 
the outcome if we improve the patients’ 
education. It’s nice to give the patients 
tablets and tell them to take one every 
day, but if they don’t understand they 
need to adjust their diet and lifestyle, 
they’ll be doing the same thing for the 
next 10 or 20 years.”

Her most gratifying moments are when 
she returns to the site a year later and 
hears music to her ears. “They’ll come 
up to me and say, ‘Nurse, you said I 
shouldn’t do this, and I didn’t, and my 
blood pressure is better.’ Or, ‘Nurse, my 
wound has gotten better because I’m no 
longer doing what you told me not to do.’ ”

For the students, they embark on the 
medical outreach trip with full awareness 
that this isn’t a walk in the park or a va-
cation to Jamaica. “During the selection 
process, we ask students why they want 
to go. We let them know it is hard work,” 
Martin said. “The majority of our students 
come back with a new sense of appreci-
ation for what we have here and a new 
acceptance of who they are.”

From left: Steven Cardenas (sixth-semester student), 
Sandra Herrera (sixth-semester student), Nicole 
Laing Joseph, and Rhea Brown (sixth-semester 
student) prepare to assess patients.

Marcia Derby-Davis (center)  
hands out College of Nursing bags  
to the Jamaican children.

Sandra Herrera, a sixth-semester student, 
interacts with children while doing a pediatric 
assessment at the school site.

“THE MAJORITY OF OUR 
STUDENTS COME BACK 
WITH A NEW SENSE OF 
APPRECIATION FOR WHAT 
WE HAVE HERE AND A 
NEW ACCEPTANCE OF 
WHO THEY ARE.”
...Blondel Martin

CON students Steven Cardenas, 
Sandra Herrera, and Rhea Brown 
pose with patients at one of the 
medical outreach sites. 
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Sarah Koplow, Ph.D., R.N., assistant 
professor in the Entry B.S. in Nursing 
Program, in collaboration with the NSU 
Lifelong Learning Institute (LLI), has been 
offering a variety of health and wellness 
topics at various local community centers, 
as well as at independent and assisted 
living facilities.

Koplow brings her knowledge and expertise 
about healthy aging, nutrition, and stress 
reduction techniques to provide interesting 
and thought-provoking interactive seminars. 
Topics include understanding food labels, 
wise selection choices, and mindfulness and 
meditation techniques.

Under the auspices of the NSU Dr. Kiran C. 
Patel College of Osteopathic Medicine, the 
LLI’s mission is to provide engaging learning 

opportunities for retired adults through 
educational lectures and social occasions. 
LLI lectures take place at NSU’s East 
Campus, as well as at a variety of centers 
in the tri-county area. These experiences 
provide engaging educational experiences 
to promote learning across the lifespan on a 
range of subjects.

In addition to her LLI health and wellness 
talks, Koplow participated in a local radio 
show with Christopher MacLellan, M.A., CSA, 
CCC, founder and CEO of the Whole Care 
Network Inc., which took place at the Lifelong 
Learning Institute when it was housed on the 
Fort Lauderdale/Davie Campus. During her 
segment, Koplow discussed the importance 
of understanding specific numbers related 
to overall health, including blood pressure 
and cholesterol.

FUNDING Our POTENTIAL

Financial hardship is a leading barrier to academic pursuit and 
success. Through the vision and generosity of a number of 
individuals and organizations, many deserving students at the 
college have benefited from scholarship support.

Without philanthropic gifts, the majority of our students would 
not be able to complete their education, achieve career suc-
cess, and begin to make contributions to the communities they 
will serve. We are grateful to those individuals and organiza-
tions who have joined the College of Nursing in helping our 
students to realize their potential in new and innovative roles in 
today’s changing health care system.

FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS
Help STUDENTS
REALIZE THEIR POTENTIAL

During NSU’s Big Thank You luncheon, College of Nursing donors pose with
the nursing students they have influenced thanks to their financial donations.

FUNDING UPDATE
The CON received Health Resources and Services Administration funds 

through the Nurse Faculty Loan Program to offset tuition costs and books 
for 16 Ph.D. in Nursing Education students for the 2016–2017 academic year.

CON AND LIFELONG LEARNING INSTITUTE
Deliver Health and Wellness Seminars  

For more information 
on the NSU
Lifelong Learning Institute,
please visit 
nova.edu/lifelonglearning.

Christopher MacLellan chats with Sarah Koplow.
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FIN CLUBAlumni
In the following testimonials, proud 
alumni share the reasons why 
attending NSU’s College of Nursing 
had such a positive impact on their 
lives and careers.

Kimberly Dudas, Ph.D., R.N., ANP-BC, CNE
Class of 2014
“I’ve been promoted to associate dean of 
nursing and health sciences at New Jersey 
City University. It’s a newly created position, 
and I’m looking forward to the new role. 
I look back at my time at NSU and realize 
how important my doctoral education was 
to get me to this point. Going to NSU was 
the best decision I could have made. Thank 
you for taking a chance by accepting me 
into the first cohort and believing in me.”

Katia Peña, B.S.N.
Class of 2014
“Mercy Hospital has hired me as an ER 
nurse. The hospital is in the process of 
becoming a trauma unit with helicopter 
Flight for Life care, and I am on that team. 
I am also studying for separate board 
certifications to become a trauma-trained 
R.N. and a Flight for Life R.N. NSU has  
done a tremendous job in training me, and 
it all has to do with the professors.” 

Mary Ellen Powrie, M.S.N., R.N.-C
Class of 2013
“If it were not for the fine curriculum in 
the M.S.N. Program, I would have a hard 
time with my new part-time position as a 
nursing educator at Azure College. The 
excellent instruction I received enables 
me to design, create, and develop my 
course. The NSU program is outstanding, 
and I’m so proud to have two degrees 
from this wonderful institution.”

VOICES President’s Associates ($1,000–$49,999)

Edward P. and Juanita Henson Foundation 

Eileen and John Esler

Kristen and Matthew Esler

George Snow Scholarship Fund/Palm
Healthcare Foundation 

Geri Malloy Maliner Nursing Education Fund
of the Community Foundation of Broward

Mathew Forbes Romer Foundation

National Christian Foundation Twin Cities/
Jeanne and John K. Esler, Jr.

New Birth Baptist Church

Ileana Petrone

Vincenzo Joseph Henson-
LoIacono Memorial

Blue Fin (up to $999)

Denise Goldson Rau

Marcella Rutherford

Sharon and Larry Sullivan

Red Fin (up to $500)

Daniel and Amie Esler

Ashley Sharp

Linda Strommen

Gale Woolley

Yellow Fin (up to $250)

Jennifer and Walter Bastis

Theressa Brahim

Taja Cox

Ava Davis

Edward Franco

Jana and George Hanbury

Denise Howard

Marilyn Ireland

Debbie McGregor

Tracy Ortelli

Barbara Panhorst

Richard Tashjian

The Benevity Community Impact Fund

United Way of Broward County, Inc.

Donna Williams-Newman

Melody Zaragoza
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RESEARCH and SCHOLARLY ACTIVITY

Gaining Recognition
Through
RESEARCH AND
GRANT WRITING
By Jo Ann Kleier, Ph.D., Ed.D., A.P.R.N.
Associate Dean of Research and Program Compliance

PUBLISHED WORKS
Lynne Bryant, Ed.D., R.N.,
Diane Whitehead, D.N.P., Ed.D., R.N.;
and Jo Ann Kleier, Ph.D., Ed.D., A.R.N.P., 
coauthored “Development and Testing of an 
Instrument to Measure Informatics Knowledge,
Skills, and Attitudes Among Undergraduate 
Nursing Students” for the Online Journal of 
Nursing Informatics.

Robin Chard, Ph.D., R.N., published “Transfer-of-
Care Communication: Nursing Best Practices” in
the AORN Journal.

Diane Esposito, Ph.D., A.R.N.P., PMHCNS-BC, 
assisted with the publication of the “Defining and 
Using Psychiatric-Mental Health Nursing Skills in 
Undergraduate Nursing Education Undergraduate 
Education Faculty Toolkit,” which was published on 
the American Psychiatric Nurses Association website.

Jo Ann Kleier, Ph.D., Ed.D., A.R.N.P., authored 
“Adult Patients with Developmental Disorders: 
Are You Prepared?” and “When Evidence-Based 
Practice Guidelines and Practice Diverge,” which 
were published in Urologic Nursing.

FACULTY FUNDING
CON faculty members received funding for 
several research projects, which are listed below.

Stefanie LaManna, Ph.D., A.R.N.P., and 
Jo Ann Kleier, Ph.D., Ed.D., A.R.N.P., 
received a grant from the American Academy 
of Developmental Medicine and Dentistry to 
implement their project titled “Integrating a 
Module to Prepare Primary Care Nurse 
Practitioners to Meet the Needs of Adults with 
Developmental Disabilities.”

Marcella Rutherford, Ph.D., M.B.A., M.S.N., R.N., 
completed a series of activities funded by a 
Robert Wood Johnson Fellowship.

POSTER PRESENTATIONS
The following students were invited to present 
posters for the Rising Stars of Research and 
Scholarship event at the Sigma Theta Tau 
International Leadership Connection 2016 
Conference in Indianapolis, Indiana.
  
Samantha Barber, B.S.N. student, Fort 
Myers Campus: “Barriers to Contact Isolation 
Precautions: Health Care Professionals’ 
Perceptions and Patient Experiences.” She was 
mentored by Linda McCash, Ph.D., A.R.N.P.

Rose Darbouze, D.N.P. student: “Bridging the Gap 
in Care to Prevent 30 Days Readmissions.” She 
was mentored by Eglintine Rigaud, Ph.D., A.R.N.P.

Bianca Mair, B.S.N. student, Fort Myers Campus: 
“Improving Neurological Outcomes in Post-Cardiac 
Arrest Adults Using Therapeutic Hypothermia.” She 
was mentored by Linda McCash, Ph.D., A.R.N.P.

The College of Nursing faculty members 
and students produced a substantive 
amount of scholarly work during the 
2016–2017 academic year, with various 
faculty members providing 50 presentations 
at local, national, and international venues. 
Featured below is a summary of articles 
published in peer-reviewed academic and 
professional nursing journals.

Our A.P.R.N. Program has an 100 percent pass rate on the 
state licensure exam.

100%

Our Entry B.S. in Nursing Program has an average   
state licensure exam (NCLEX-RN®) pass rate of     

98 percent throughout the college’s three campuses.

98%

Our M.S.N. clinical degrees 
have more than 540 hours of 

directed clinical practice.

540 +

Our Entry B.S. in Nursing 
Program has more than 
1,325 hours of directed 

clinical practice.

1,325 +

Our online M.S.N. degree
is ranked 41 on College Choice's 

list of 50 Best Online Master's
in Nursing Degrees.

41

Our online, nonclincal M.S.N. Program is 
ranked 47 in U.S. News & World Report's list of 

top overall programs.

47
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FAIL
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47
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The above information is valid for the 2016-17 academic year.
16

The above information is valid for the 2016–17 academic year.
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